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CRYPTO
Across
1. Family’s inside scrap disturbed this fiancee. (8,3)
6. Filthy frog spoiled bets on Ernest. (4)
7. I hear Golden State fairways mean vice in paradise. (6)
10.* Oh, cruel one to follow a baby sheep! (5)
11. No notion why unfocused Leica functions in 1 Down. (5)
12. The star lost her music! (3)
13.* Std cure: prescribe penicillin. (5)
15.* Need disinfectant for 402 diseased legionaires and Mostel. (5)
17.* Particularly remiss in hiding particulates. (6)
19. From fete to fey? A y’s the way! (4)
20. Grow toenail broken by Fairfax. (2,5,4)

Down
1. Dehydrate nereid paper and heat loin hash. (4,3,4)
2.* Dirs. for orch.’s use. (5)
3.* Bald Siamese utterance or suchlike. (3)
4. Arthured by Alfred, as was original 1 Across. (5)
5. Lyrical Wren brings joy to the world.
8.* Inverse trig. fn., analyzed in Cairns. (6)
9. Sounds like a nice ride for a grenadier! (6)
14. Finger Robin’s henchman. (5)
16. Cel Tate celebrity. (5)
15.* Anger head of green land. (3)

* Starred words have little or nothing to do with G.& S. or OMP.
Answer

princessida
ten d n
elsa calynx
rtarl m
april celia
n eos s
depox iodic
p o i n i a
emissi fair
rnro
intowergaol